
  

LOCAL AUTHORITY MINUTES  
Galiwinku 

 
Date: 11 February 2015 Time: 11am                                                          Venue: Council Conference Rooms Galiwinku 

Members Present: 
Don Wininba, Bettina Dananbarr, Evelyna Dhamarrandji, Jennifer Birrkanngu, Nancy Gudaltji, Dorothy Yunggirrnga, 
James Bayung. 
Proxies Present: 
Elaine Guymun, Bobby Nyikamula, George Gurruwiwi 
Ex-Officio Present: 
Kaye Thurlow,  
 
Apologies: 
Rosemary Gundjarrangbuy, Danny Dangatanga (2) – Members 
Mavis Danganbarr – Ex-officio 
   
Prayer:  
Elaine Guymun 

Guest/Visitor/Observers:  
Observers: Lyn Walker (MLA); Sharon Norris; Tim Appo and Courtney (NT Housing) 

Election of Chair:  
Kaye Thurlow  
Moved: Nancy Gudaltji 
Second: Bettina Dananbarr 
Proxy officially sworn in:  
NA 
Previous Minutes Ratified: 
Chairperson, Kaye Thurlow, advised those present the previous meeting was a “Special Meeting” on 23.01.2015 and the 
discussion at this meeting was primarily regarding the Asbestos Removal Program.  Those present who had attended 
the meeting on 23.01.2015 ratified the minutes of that Special Meeting. 
Moved: Don Wininba 
Second: Nancy Gudaltji 
Guest Speakers Discussion: 
 
Lyn Walker:  The chair welcomed the MLA to the meeting and asked if she could explain what her visit to Galiwinku 
entails:  Lyn explains - Travelled from Nhulunbuy to Galiwinku to attend the Shepherdson College, visit Aged Care and 
the NT Police and non-government businesses.   
 
Northern Territory Housing:  Tim Appo advised he was here to respond to the communities concerns and provide 
answers to the questions presented to Phil Lucke by members of the Housing Reference Group during his visit to the 
community in 2014.   
The following concerns were raised by members present: 
 
ASBESTOS REMOVAL PROGRAM:  

(a) When will the Asbestos Removal Program for the NT residential housing be implemented?.  The community is 
concerned that the government buildings are being inspected and the asbestos issues addressed, but nothing is 
being done about the housing accommodation:  Response:  The Asbestos Removal Program for the NT Housing 
will be implemented in 2016.   

(b) What will happen to the families where the dwelling that are assessed as being uninhabitable because of the 
presence of asbestos?  Where do they go?  & how, when and where will they be provided with alternate 
accommodation?  Response:  Because the outcome of the asbestos assessments is unknown at present it is 
hard to determine what the final outcome/s  would be needed, except that the NT Housing had many options to 
consider including the provision of kit style homes that would provide accommodation much quicker than 
constructing them in masonry block as at Buthan.  The kit homes can be easily transported by barge and quickly 
erected on a site instead of the many months it takes to construct a home. Whatever, the outcome NT Housing 
would research all avenues first before making a final decision. 

(c) A majority of the members present stated that they and their families had strong feeling about living in a home 
where there is possibly asbestos present and they had been told at the Special Meeting on 23.01.2015 by 
Graham Locke who was Project Director for the Asbestos Removal Project on Government Building that if a 



 
residence was deemed to be uninhabitable due to a high concentration of asbestos he would ensure that the 
issue was promptly addressed.  Graham Locke had also stated that if the would was required as a matter of 
urgency then he would approve the works and promptly forward the information onto the respective Manager in 
NT Housing.  Response:  Tim Appo advised he was not familiar with this situation, but he would register their 
concerns and provide feedback at a later date.  

(d) Will there an opportunity for local people to be employed in either the repair/refit of the homes and/or the 
construction of new homes? Response:  The NT Government will also support the employment of local 
indigenous people either trade related or in a labour support role. 
 

NEW HOUSING CONSTRUCTION: 
(e) Kaye Thurlow stated that 12 months ago NT housing advised the community that 2 homes were going to be built 

on Ganapay Parade, but to date no construction has commenced or feedback to the community regarding the 
delay in constructing them.  Response:  Marthakal was given the contract to construct the 2 homes, but advised 
after a long delay that they could not deliver the dwellings at the contract price allocated by NT Housing.  Tim 
Appo clarified the two contracts were not conducted through the standard/accepted tender process;  

 
HOUSING MAINTENANCE: 

(f) Several members asked why the maintenance on existing homes not being promptly addressed.  Some 
members stated that several months go by before someone comes to fix a problem even if it is a water or 
electrical issue.  Response:  The Australian Government has slowed down financial distribution to the respective 
housing authorities which in turn has required changes to programs being delivered as previously planned. A 
further complaint was that the tenants are NOT being informed as to why the maintenance is not being 
completed either by the maintenance service provider or NT Housing.  Response:  All maintenance programs 
are managed through the Darwin office. 

 
TREE REMOVAL: 

(g) Members asked why were the trees being removed or trimmed around the community and not around their 
homes where there was the opportunity to damage their homes in a big storm.  Several members stated that 
during recent storms large branches and some trees had fallen over close to the homes and they were 
frightened that their children could be hurt.  Response:  Advised the tree removal program for the NT Housing 
was in progress, but no commencement date has been scheduled. 
 

 

Item Details Actions 

Who When 

1. Regional Council Report:  
Technical Services Update:  Shane Marshall joined the Local Authority 
meeting via a video teleconference.  All persons present were provided 
with a copy of the Technical Services Report by CSM Diana Roper so 
they could follow the presentation. The following items represented some 
of the information included in the report:  

(a) Sealing of the roads to the airport, Shepherdson College School 
and Buthan have all been brought forward from the 2017/18 Road 
Seal program to allow for these works to be completed ahead of 
the previously schedule. 

(b) Drainage – Repair and Replacement as required 
(c) Culverts – Barge road – will be improved, some will be jet blasted 
(d) By-Laws (described in detail).  Galiwin’ku has been approved to 

conduct a trial for the implementation of the by-laws.   
(e) Replacement of irrigation system on existing oval 
(f) Change Rooms – approvals granted on 08.01.2015, sewer and 

power connection to start in near future 
(g) Multi-purpose hall - special purpose grant received to compliment 

existing funds;  
(h) An extensive street and security lighting proposal was presented 

for the area between the Takarinna Top Shop and Alpa.  A plan 
was provided for the members to review and provide feedback.  
The following amendments/additions were identified :: 
~ bollards be installed from the edge of the proposed speed hump 
to a boundary fence of the Child Care centre and also on the 
opposite side of the road to the rocks.  This is to stop traffic 
bypassing the speed hump; 
~ additional designated car parking space on the opposite side of 
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the road in front of Alpa; 
~ additional lighting on the right hand side of Alpa where the rocks 
are currently placed; 
~ additional lighting near the existing shelter; 
~ steps to be installed at the end of the fencing (opposite 
Centrelink entry) to deter people running down into the traffic 
~ install a retaining wall with a high fence on top of it to stop 
children jumping from the top of the retaining wall into the path of 
traffic; 
~ install 2 car parking places opposite Takarinna Top Shop beside 
the proposed retaining wall; 
~ install bollards either side of the speed hump at the top of the 
hill near the Takarinna Top Shop, but being mindful of the 
Takarinna’s trucks accessing their storage containers 
 

The members were extremely pleased to receive the presentation via 
video conference from Shane Marshall and thanked him for finding the 
time to discuss the content of his comprehensive report. 

 

CSM Diana Roper presented a council community report and in addition 
the allocation of special funding for “Beautifying Galiwin’ku”.  Members 
were asked to provide suggestions so a final proposal could be submitted 
in the near future.  Immediate suggestions were the planting of bush 
tucker and native trees around the community.  Diana Roper proposed 
that any improvement could be considered to be incorporated into the 
LA’s priority projects. 

Marshall  

2. CEO Report:  
An apology was received from John Japp for not being able to present a 
report for the Local Authority meeting.  

  

3. Financial Report: 
Diana Roper presented each of the members with a copy of the current 
financial report and explained the contents as well as responding to any 
enquiries.   

  

4. Community Issues/Concerns: 

4.1   New burials around township.   

Bettina Dananbarr raised concerns regarding the new burials around the 
town and in particular one that has been placed on the edge of a busy 
roadway.  This is deemed to be offensive to the Yolngu people.   In 
addition some family home sites were becoming overcrowded with burial 
sites leaving little space for the family in the yard.  It was agreed the 
Council must fence the existing burial sites around the community.  

Moved:       Bettina Dananbarr 
Seconded:  James Bayung 

 
4.2    Children running around community up to 1am in the morning: 

It was agreed by all present that the parents of children are responsible for 
ensuring they are home at a suitable time and being a menace around the 
community and being out late at night. 

Diana Roper explained that Night Patrol had met with the School 
Attendance team who wanted to assist in identifying the children who are 
staying out late especially on a school night and not attending school. 

Bobby Nyikulula requested an explanation regarding the authority the 
Night Patrol had in making children go home.  Diana Roper provided a 
response in accordance with the Operational Framework for Night Patrols.  
In addition Bobby Nyikulula requested that Night Patrol record the name of 
the child/children so they could work with the parents to encourage the 
children to be home earlier and to go to school. 
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4.3 Discos:   

CSM Diana Roper advised the Local Authority members of a serious issue 
that occurred at the disco on 07.02.2015.  This issue came from the disco 
over running the agreed time of 11.30pm and when Diana Roper had 
requested 3 times for the disco to be shut down this was not actioned and 
she had to personally attend to have the music stopped.  There were 
approx.. 150 + children of various ages and not many parents were 
present.  It took considerable negotiation to terminate the disco and 
manage the large crowd of over excited attendees. Suggestions that the 
“Yellow Shirts”, Police Community Liaison Officers and Night Patrol could 
attend future discos to act as crowd controllers as well as talking to the 
attendees about going home at a reasonable time. 

 
4.4 Proposed Plan for Lot 331:   

Those present were provided with a copy of the proposed Administration 
Building on Lot 331 (opposite the EARC office).  The internal layout 
presented was accepted, but the following concerns were raised regarding 
the external areas of the property: 

~ No lighting or security cameras at the front or rear of the building.  
It is well known that youths frequent this area at night because it is very 
dark and they cannot be seen.  In addition the existing building has been 
extensively vandalised as well as several break-ins have occurred.  
lighting in the area; 

~ Fencing:   1.8m high fencing to be installed from the front boundary of 
the dwelling but not including the front verandah and around the perimeter 
of the property boundary line; 

~ Maintenance of building and landscaping: 
Who will be responsible for these responsibilities ie the tenant/s or will it 
be included in the lease fee and remain the responsibility of the EARC ? 
 
4.5 Town Planning:   
 
Members raised concerns that the new Miwatj building had been 
constructed too close to the road and that there was no consultation with 
the council or the Local Authority regarding the construction of this 
building and/or the new house on Ganapay Parade or any of the other 
Miwatj accommodation in the same area.  Kaye Thurlow requested that 
the CEO, Lands, Planning and Environment be invited to attend the next 
LA meeting to discuss the approval of new street names, management of 
building approvals, location of new buildings.  In addition why is the EARC 
not included in the approval process and what the zoning proposals for 
the community of Galiwin’ku. Nancy Gudaltji stated that all future building 
proposals must be lodged with the Local Authority for comment prior to 
approval..  
Moved:  Kaye Thurlow 
Seconded:  Bobby Nyikulula 

 
4.6 New Centrelink Office:   

Kaye Thurlow stated that it is understood Centrelink are sourcing a site to 
build a new office.  Kaye Thurlow proposed the CEO EARC should 
support their proposal and assist where possible to speed up the process. 

Moved:  Don Wininba 
Seconded:  Bettina Danganbarr 

 
4.7  Priority Projects: 

Diana Roper provided each attendee with a copy of the final assessment 
of the voting process for all of the priority project proposals.  There was a 
final count of 22 projects.  Kaye Thurlow explained the process applied 
and the assisted with the understanding of the tables presented.  The 
attendees voiced their pleasure and ability to understand the information 
in the format presented.  It was agreed that although some of the projects 
may not have received the highest weighting and therefore should be the 

solutions 
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first ones to be commenced that as many of the smaller projects should 
be started asap so that some of the 14/15 funding could be utilised.  In 
addition quotes be gained for the larger and more expensive projects and 
if possible commence these works prior to the start of the 15/16 budget.   

Moved:  Kaye Thurlow 
Seconded:  Don Wininba 
It was unanimously agreed by all persons present.  

 
4.8 Gambling:  

This topic continues to be of concern to the community.  It has been 
decided not to provide a covered shelter through the Priority Projects for 
these groups to congregate in particular areas.                                                     

Marshall. 
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5. General Business: 

5.1 Resignation of Ex-Officio Alfred Gondarra.  Kaye Thurlow read out the 
written resignation from Alfred Gondarra. 

 
5.2  Alleged illegal activities of youth in the community. The Local 

Authority members are becoming more concerned with the escalation 
of crime in the community and feel this issue needs to be discussed at 
whole of community meeting and not just with the Local Authority 
representatives. 

 

5.3  The Market Garden Farm:  CSM Diana Roper explained there are 
several local organisations registering their interest to take over the 
garden farm.  Many of the members voiced their concerns.  Diana Roper 
explained the financial burden of $18,000 per year on the council to retain 
the lease on this land was becoming financially unviable.  It was 
unanimously agreed that the Local Authority would take over the annual 
lease payments asap so they could retain management of this site that 
had been included the current priority projects.      
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13.02.2015 

Date of next meeting: Next Ordinary Meeting to be held on Wednesday the 8th of April 2015 

Meeting Closed: 4.45pm  

Chair Name: Kaye Thurlow 
 
Signed:                                                Date: 


